BUTTONS
By: Just Another Button Company
After the Mitten is stitched,
attach the JABCO buttons listed
below using threads that match
each button. X’s mark their
placement. Place the Star at the
upper left X, the Angel at the upper
center X, Mary at the left lower X,
the Manger at the lower center X
and Joseph at the X on the lower
right as shown on the graph
above.
White Star........................... 3313.S
Angel............................. nh1056.S
Mary............................... nh1051.S
Joseph........................... nh1052.S
Manger/Baby.................. nh1106.S
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“No Room at the Inn” Mitten
DESIGN AREA
42W X 46H
10 count................................... 4.2 X 4.6
14 count [28 linen]................... 3.0 X 3.3
15 count [30 linen]................... 2.8 X 3.1
16 count [32 linen]................... 2.6 X 2.9
Linen worked over two threads.

COLOR CODE
Black
Midnight
Stone Grey
Light Stone Grey
Dark Straw
Straw
Straw Gold
Charcoal
Black Navy
Winter White

DMC
310
312
646
648
676
677
680
844
939
3865

BACKSTITCH
Two Ply
Star Ligh on Roof...................677

Compliments of

SUGGESTIONS
The little Inn Mitten is a bow to the
name of the season. Your fabric can
be any color you choose, however,
ours is shown on 28 count Ivory
linen worked over two threads. The
size of the buttons listed above will
only work at 14 stitches per inch. If
your stitched mitten is larger than
14 per inch, you will have to use
medium or large versions of the
buttons. The design is worked in
two ply cotton floss. When there is
“no room at the inn,” a mitten can be
just the shelter to populated with a
cast of holy button characters. If the
traditional Christmas story is not the
one you celebrate, consider filling
your little stable with some of the tiny
domesticated animals (size small)
available from JABCO...maybe a
flock of fluffy white sheep.

Enjoy!
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